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The essential dining companion for your French vacation rental (and back home)A trip to the
grocery store while vacationing in a foreign country can be a frustrating ordeal. How to choose
the best seafood (what is the deal with the tiny packages of fish?), proper farmers’ market
etiquette (is it okay to touch the veggies?), and choosing the right checkout line (there are
different kinds?) can all lead to moments of confusion, and asking for help is not so easy with a
language barrier.When author Lynne Martin tried living as locals do in France, she found making
her own meals nearly impossible. Unfamiliar with cuts of meat and unable to decipher labels or
cooking instructions, she was surrounded by delicious produce but lost when it came to utilizing
it in French cooking. Chef Deborah Scarborough came to her rescue, and now, in Eat Like a
Local in France, both share their tips for other travelers looking to rock their vacation cooking or
explore French cuisine at home. In addition to 50 recipes, there are guides to wine and cheese,
tips for stocking a rental home, and information about French kitchen basics.

About the AuthorLynne Martin is the co-author of Home Sweet Anywhere, which has been
translated into eight languages. She and her husband Tim have traveled the world for five years,
living in vacation rentals.Deborah Scarborough studied at the Culinary Institute of America and
was the chef-owner of a celebrated restaurant on California’s Central Coast. --This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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M. Reed, “This treasure will inspire your confidence!. My copy of Lynne Martin's second book
Cook Like A Local in France arrived! I inhaled every gorgeous photo of the shops, the local fare,
what to buy and how to make selections. My confidence is gaining. With her tips and fun
anecdotes I know I will be more at ease cooking and entertaining when we stay in Paris again.
The first time it was a hotel, now I feel ready for a rental. Lynne's quips and experiences are
friendly and reassuring. Do I dare touch the produce at the Farmer's Market? How do I quickly
select and pay? Will the vendors tolerate my abysmal French? The inspirational and mouth
watering recipes are clear, uncomplicated with plenty of definitions, conversion charts and
explanation. After she and her husband hauled 4 huge bags up the hill to their apartment, they
quickly decided one of those rolling carts that every local seems to have was a necessity. Well
worth $20!  I'm testing the recipes already!”

Webber, “Beautiful, complete, and spot-on. After having lived in Paris and on the Cote d'Azur,
and cruised on our boat home for many years through most French regions, I am cheering for so
many great photos, authentic recipes, tips, and essential sections for expats and travelers. I
could have used so much of this info when we first moved to France - secrets on how to be a
good dinner guest, seasonal fruits and veggies, food and wine specialties by region, weights
and measures, that you need a coin for a French shopping cart, and the list goes on. I just made
the Dijon vinaigrette on pages 198-199, as that "sounds-simple-but-isn't" salad dressing tells me
a lot about a cookbook. Light and tasty and so very French! I added extra garlic as always. Love
the tip on avoiding soggy greens. Love that the cookbook ends with Chocolat Chaud, a must for
chilly French evenings, so rich and fudgy. Can't wait for Florida weather to drop below 100 so I
can try it. Magnifique, Lynne and Deborah!”

Mardi Geredes, “Lynne's book is more than recipes; it is an embrace of la vie francais in its
beauty and charm.. Lynne provides us with a very personal, delightful experience of
documenting, through exquisite pictures of heavenly dishes and recipes, how a country and its
people are revealed through its food. The loving care provided the growth, processing,
presentation and finally the sheer enjoyment of the gastronomic treat on your plate
demonstrates the belief that the most simple of foods from the American perspective undergoes
a transformation at the hands of the french cook. She shows us how to shop, prepare and
present these gastronomic offerings of friendship and love through food to family and friends.
Beautifully presented - like the dishes illustrated.”

Daniel Cook, “It's time to visit France, at least vicariously.. This is a fun book to read, with lots of
interesting info on how the French cook and live. Not just a cookbook, more like a friends’ travel
blog with lots of recipes tossed in. And as you wander thru the cheese markets, or wine shops,
or bakeries, with the author as a guide, you can almost imagine yourself being there.”



DebM, “Practical and Fun. This book was my pandemic companion. Since we were unable to
visit France as planned, I made many of these recipes while stuck at home in Virginia. Really
brought some much needed sunshine to those long shutdown days. I first bought the ebook and
ended up getting the paper copy also so that I could add my own notes. The book will be perfect
for traveling; make great recipes anywhere with very limited equipment.”

TEED, “Perfect recipes!. Buy this book! If you aspire to cooking for your friends and family the
most delicious freshest cuisine, this will be your shortcut to praise! Easy to follow recipes!
Beautiful presentation! And never boring! Just the perfect guide for beautiful delicious meals in
and out of France!!”

marguerite k pulley, “Entertaining and useful. This is an entertaining and useful guide to
shopping and preparing meals while visiting France. I found the shopping tips especially helpful.
The recipes have limited ingredients and require only basic kitchen equipment as the author
anticipates you’ll be cooking in a Vrbo. I’m sure I’ll use the recipes on both sides of the pond!”

Bookman, “Don’t be a “tourist”!. A personal account of learning to shop and eat like a local in
France, with great recipes, and fun ideas for seeing the country.Don’t be a typical tourist! Follow
Lynn’s advice!  I love it!”

The book by Lynne Martin has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 30 people have provided feedback.
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